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 There’s an old saying, “You can’t choose your relatives.”  But my 

mom used to tell me, “Choose your friends wisely, because they play an 

important part of who you will become.”  That is so true for each of us.  

Think about the choices you have made in your friendships.  How 

have they molded or shaped who you have become?  Good friends can 

be a positive influence on our life as we grow, try new things, and mature 

into adulthood.  My friends from school have played a huge role in my 

interests, my choices, my adventures, and even my hobbies.  In high 

school my friend Alex and I spent a lot of time working on our antique cars.  

I had my dad’s 1941 Chevy and by luck Alex found a 1941 Chevy in a 

farmer’s backyard.  We worked many hours restoring those cars and took 

great pride in them.  We drove them in parades, were part of a classic car 

club, and had a blast just driving them around.  These hobbies kept us 

busy and occupied our spare time even as we went through college. 

 Our friends may influence our careers, our jobs, the schools we 

attend, and the subsequent friends we make along the way.  Here in our 

Gospel today Jesus tells the disciples that they are His friends.  Once 

Jesus called the disciples servants, but now He calls them His friends.  
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Servants do not know what the master is doing, but Jesus has shared the 

whole story with them.  They have heard what Jesus has come to do.  

[They may not understand what He told them, but they have been told 

Jesus’ mission of salvation.]  Friends, Jesus alludes, are in on the plans, 

the hopes and dreams, and the needs of one another.   

 This is one of my favorite passages from the Bible because it lays out 

for us what Jesus is all about.  Jesus says that He has passed on the love 

of God our Father for His children.  Jesus has shown such love as to lay 

down His life for His friends.  In this Post-Easter Season we can easily 

relate this to Jesus’ death and resurrection.  It was not as clear for those 

who heard it the first time.   

 The grace in the story comes next: Jesus says, “You did not choose 

me, but I chose you.”  Jesus has chosen His friends, and we are included!   

[That should be reason enough for a rousing “AMEN!”]   

 Our lives these days are filled with choices.  From the time we get up 

to the time we go to sleep we are bombarded with choices.  “Do this. Buy 

this. Go here or there. Watch this. Eat at this restaurant or buy this type of 

food or drink. Stay at this hotel. Shop at this site or in this mall.”  We either 

feel autonomous and able to make our own decisions, or we are lost 

among all the choices.  It’s really quite comical when you think about it. 
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 And among all those choices is Jesus saying, “You are mine.  You 

are my friends.  I have chosen you to be the ones to share the Good News 

with the world.”  As friends of Jesus we are called to love one another and 

to share our lives with Jesus.  In our Tuesday Morning Bible Study we are 

studying “Prayer” and we see that at the heart of our prayer life is a 

relationship.  This is a relationship of trust as we share all that good friends 

would share with one another.  We are encouraged to ‘lay it all out before 

our Lord’ when we pray because He knows all about us—our hopes and 

dreams, our fears and anxieties.  As we do this we build trust and deepen 

our relationship with Him.  We build on the friendship with Jesus that is so 

important.    

 Life is a gift.  It is given by our Lord who entrusts that gift of life to 

human mothers and fathers.  We don’t get to choose our parents, or our 

family, or our situation in life.  Jesus even says that we do not choose Him, 

but He chooses us.  So no matter what we are like, no matter how popular 

or unpopular we may be, or what we may think of ourselves, Jesus chose 

us.  Being a part of the Family of Christ isn’t a contest Jesus won or lost!  It 

is the work of the Holy Spirit who has known us since we were in our 

mother’s womb.  Our lives belong to God right from the beginning.  We are 
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chosen by Jesus who loves us so deeply and so mysteriously and so 

perfectly and has shown us what love is all about.   

 The unspoken piece in this passage is the understanding that our 

lives are not really under our control as much as we’d like to believe.  We 

make our daily choices and we go down our path in life often unaware that 

we are not alone in the decisions we make.  When we stop for a moment 

and think back on our lives, we can see how Christ has led us and helped 

shape the decisions we have made.   

 This can be a bit unnerving.  Admitting our dependence on others—a 

spouse, parent, friend, employer, and even Christ is often taken as a sign 

of weakness in our culture.  Sometimes it takes a life-altering event, an 

illness, or a situation that we realize is out of our control before we admit 

our dependence on another.  But, admitting our weaknesses, our fears, or 

our need for someone else in our life is actually a sign of strength.  It takes 

a big person to admit his/her faults and weaknesses and ask for help.  It is 

not in our natural make up as humans to admit our own powerlessness.  

We normally want to be in complete control—or at least think we are in 

control—in order for our lives to make sense.  Anything else is seen as a 

sign of weakness.   
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 But as His friends, Jesus calls us to change our thinking—to 

acknowledge and seek His direction and guidance in our lives.  Jesus calls 

us to open our hearts and our minds to where He is leading us and ask Him 

to show us the possibilities that can come our way.  Jesus calls us to put 

our need to be in control aside, to love and forgive one another, and to 

abide in His love.  When we are able to let go of our need for control and let 

Jesus guide and lead us, we are promised the deep joy that comes with 

sharing our lives with our Lord. 

 Christ gives us the strength to say, “Yes, Lord! You are in charge of 

my life!  Help me to realize your leading hand in my life and give me the 

courage to acknowledge your presence in my life.”  This isn’t a threat to our 

independence or our self-esteem.  It’s a reassurance.  It’s a relief to know 

there is someone else who is with us on this journey of life.  Christ’s 

presence, forgiveness, and love picks us up and gives us strength to 

continue on in what we’re doing with renewed vigor.  It helps release us 

from the grip of the Old Adam who constantly wants to be in control of us 

and others.  The realization that we are in Christ’s hands is threatening to 

the Old Adam and we are in a constant tension between the two forces.  
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 Christ has chosen you.  Christ loves you, forgives you, and has made 

you His very own child no matter what happens in life.  That is strength.  

That is hope—a hope that leads to deeper faith, love, and joy in our lives. 

 AMEN         1304 

 

 


